PRESS RELEASE
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2022 March 9th 7:00 pm

FACEBOOK INC., known also as META, has been banned permanently from all
promotion, support, advertising, offers, streaming, and other use of content from
this firm or its subsidiaries.
This action has been made effective at 7:00 pm Central Standard Time, 12:00
am GMT March 10 2022 - due to actions by FACEBOOK INC. employees to
support the MARIUPOL HOSPITAL BOMBING and to retaliate against media
firms covering the UKRAINE-RUSSIAN WAR.
Statement that Ukraine should kick Russia out of their country were falsified as
"hate speech", and a 24 hour ban and 30 day imposed penalty applied for this
remark after the killing of babies and women in the shelling of the MARIUPOL
hospital, an alleged war crime by the Russian Federation stated by Ukrainian
President Zalinskyy.
No firm will pay money or advertising nor permit use of VIDEO or AUDIO media
by our company to FACEBOOK from any product or service in perpetuity due to
this employee directed hate crime action.
Any person presenting application for employment that contains a FACEBOOK
URL or content, will be disposed of without consideration from this date forward,
and prior employment or work for FACEBOOK will be a disqualifier for
application for employment with this firm and its RFQ services.
Retaliation against companies to impair reporting in time of war is direct aid to
the enemy, an abuse of the public trust, and such corporation commission
obligated to minimum standards against discrimination which FACEBOOK INC.
has repeatedly failed to maintain; to the extent this is a PERMANENT BAR.
THIS BAN APPLIES TO ALL DERIVED WORKS, SERVICES, IMPRESSIUMS,
AND DERIVED LICENSING TO ANY SUCH ORGANIZATION OR USE
ACROSS ALL MEDIA OWNED OR UNDER LICENSE TO THIS FIRM; and shall
serve as a public DMCA notice to CEASE AND DESIST such use, immediately.
For the Firm:
JAMES ARNOLD ALLEN,
Administrative Media Director
Licensing and Development Dept, SEVEN ALPHA Network Operations
+1 980 303 3236

BASIS OF THIS DECISION
It is illegal to downrate news that opposes a war crime, violation of the rules of
war, or conceals the act of war crimes during time of war. Further, such ban is
24 hours in duration; but includes a 2 day ban against creating NEWS during the
siege and shelling of Kyiv and Mariupol, cities in Ukraine, to a REGISTERED
PRESS company.
Conduct of this nature to censor UNITED STATES businesses while demanding
military aid and provoking nuclear war are unacceptable conduct of a STATE OF
CALIFORNIA resident UNITED STATES CORPORATION, and constitute fraud
to embezzle millions of Dollars from the United States by intimidating members
of the press and other companies to participate in commercial bans against the
RUSSIAN FEDERATION and their allies; and damage UKRAINE as well during
negotiations for control of their country in a negative way.
The use of FACEBOOK to manipulate media to seek military action in this fraud
appear to be a criminal fraud to swindle the UNITED STATES of military assets,
air support, and incite destabilization of the RUSSIAN FEDERATION and
UKRAINE linked to monopoly abuse and anti-trust relationship with MSNBC,
CNN, and NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO (NPR) affiliate stations engaged in similar
fraud over 2001-2022 child trafficking and child abuse activity on their platform,
now under $16 million USD civil suit by our employees for concealment of a child
in violation of an ORDER OF POSSESSION. We regard this activity as felony
stalking, citing the age of such post and employment to disable wartime news.
This action comes after prior bans applied DURING other bans, in retaliatory
behavior supporting insider abuse and harassment by employee misconduct.
We feel that Facebook is therefore acting in a criminal capacity to impair ordinary
"INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SERVICE" rules set in 1996 in Title 47 Section 230
subsection (c) of United States Federal Law;
And have as a result in concert with other media platforms engaged in similar
"solicitation of minors" cited by the firm in formal complaint of criminal
harassment, applied a LIFETIME BAN to its employees, users, and service
access to our secure private network and DOMAIN features; as a false news
source employed in felony activity to injure or kill persons.

LEGAL POLICY
FACEBOOK INC. is prohibited from "MODIFYING" content, and may only
conceal or promote equally such content per 47 U.S.C. Section 230 rule. The
right to MODIFY or editorialize content is not a legal right, nor entitled per terms
of contract per Oklahoma Constitution Article XXIII section XXIII-8 and XXIII-9.
We are shocked by the "restriction from GROUP use, themed COMMERCIAL
USE in TIME OF WAR" to damage a REGISTERED PRESS COMPANY, and
view this activity as PRO RUSSIAN aggression against the nation of UKRAINE
resulting in civilian deaths.
Our firm will therefore end all work with FACEBOOK and terminate all offers
immediately to its users and customers, citing their promotion of the killing of
children and persons in hospital settings as a part of the ongoing war in
UKRAINE.
THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION is correct in their assessment to ban Facebook
and other nations should do so also, as it appears to be acting to promote
disinformation in an organized and criminal fashion to incite violence and
escalate the war in Ukraine by incitement of national interest in prolonged
violence across a series of organized and false claims.
Conduct in this action was aggravated by:
1. Additional "group" limitations, suggesting isolating and shunning punishment
for 1st AMENDMENT rights not legally prohibited by the State or Federal Law,
and contrary International Law.
2. Additional "reduced placement" advertising penalty to harm commercial value
for 30 days, themed an "economic penalty" and "disabling XXIII-1A equal access
to markets to coerce favorable media coverage of killing of living persons and
incite killing of living persons as part of a business practice by FACEBOOK INC.
While a ban on use is lawful, impairment of access to disable a competitor during
wartime activity is material aid and comfort to direct or interdict reporting and
criticism of "International War Crimes"; and as such, is a felony on any activity to
influence or intimidate for favorable or preferred statements any member of the
Press, as is the company targeted in March 9 2022 action by FACEBOOK INC.

